Ghosts in the Machine
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Frost in the machine

I am writing this text from the notepad on my phone. I often find whoever I am talking to one of my friends on social media, my iPhone kindly reinterprets what I’m trying to tell them and gives them something else completely. This includes when I’m typing very fast and the keyboard doesn’t catch what I’m typing. Or it could be that it knows what I want to say as deliberately changes my text. Or doesn’t, when I want it to. It especially doesn’t like it when I use swear words, and changes my language to something less vulgar. Things like “counting he’ll ” and “shot I missed that!” make conversations a lot more PG-13.

So I hope my friends know what I mean, gwen things I say look wrong. But just in case, I usually follow it wick;
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The Sylphs, the beings and spirits of air, are arrogant expressions of the word, of the ascendant energy; sublime, invisible and light. They are beings of great beauty and harmony, physical and intellectual, they generally dominate the arts. Clarity, transparency and detachment are some of their qualities.
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To Caren—
with many thanks for coming over... and for eating!
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I read story after story. I think if a ghost appears it won't be now, and its purpose will not be discernible. I know this, however, if one meets a ghost, one should talk to it. Perhaps this will dispel its curse, malevolence, or indeed create a discourse where one can learn the secrets of death.
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Viertakt-Vergasermotor – Außenelemente

1 Ventilator
2 Ventilator-Riemenscheibe
3 Keilriemen
4 Kühlflüssigkeits-Auslaßstutzen
5 Öl-Füllstutzen
6 Zündverteiler
7 Luftfilter
8 Vergaser
9 Geist
10 Ölseparator der Entlüftung des Kurbelgehäuses
11 Ölstandsmesser
12 Kraftstoffpumpe
13 Gummikörper der Motoraufhängung
14 Lagerbock der Motoraufhängung
15 Riemenscheibe der Kurbelwelle
16 Quertraverse der Motoraufhängung
17 Gummikörper der hinteren Motoraufhängung
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